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Pseudo-pitch and distorted words : an interface modality for dysarthric users
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1. Introduction
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Abstract. A prototype of sound-based interface for dysarthric speakers is presented. The user enters either discrete or analog commands by means of a commercial head-mounted microphone. Discrete commands are user-dependent. They correspond to a small set of words and/or onomatopoeia. The signal is represented in the time-frequency domain (Short Term Fourier Transform, Turning Point Algorithm), matched to the reference vocabulary (Dynamic Time Warping) and the closest command is selected (Nearest Neighbor Classifier). The calibration (Plateaus Method) works off-line on a small set of words instances. It provides two outcomes: rejection of the (presumably) undistinguishable words, and user-dependent values of the parameters (corresponding to plateaus where the proportions of errors, i.e., false positive and false negative, are steady and acceptable). Analog commands are automatically detected when the user produces unvoiced sounds, like voluntary modulation of inspiration and expiration, or hissing. The height of the unvoiced sound (called pseudo-pitch) corresponds to the first formant (above 800Hz, whereas voice frequencies are typically below 220Hz). The pseudo pitch is tracked in real-time and converted into an analog parameter used, for instance, for cursor control.
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For users with disabilities, even the simplest actions may present difficulties. For instance, turning on the TV set and zapping between channels may be a huge challenge for a paralyzed person. Speech-based command systems may be helpful for domestic and/or computer control, in spite of several unsolved usability issues [1]. Furthermore they may be unpractical in case of Dysarthria, i.e., collateral neurological disorders that affect the control of speech production. Dysarthria co-occurs for instance with cerebral palsy, lateral amyotrophic sclerosis (ALS), Parkinson's disease (PD), and cerebrovascular accidents (CVAs). Dysartric speech presents a high inter-individual variability. There are several forms of dysarthria and the severity may vary from light to severe, when speech becomes hardly intelligible. In addition, dysarthric speech presents a high intra-individual variability. There may be uncontrolled changes of volume and/or pitch, poor and/or uncontrolled prosody, unpredictable pauses (Inter-Selection Intervals), distorted and slowed-down pronunciation, with phoneme-dependent degree of distortion [2]. Adapted speech recognition systems like [3, 4, 5] must therefore cope with variability
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of speech production and must work with sparse training data (for a disarthric person, each word may be effortful, and repeating twice the same word may be a challenge). In a former system [6], we avoided these difficulties by using unvoiced sounds instead of speech. Unvoiced sounds (e.g., inspiration or expiration, hissing) have a perceivable height (pseudo-pitch) determined by the frequency of the first formant (a peak of energy, typically above 800 Hz). The modulation of pseudo-pitch is relatively easy because it requires only the control of air pressure and mouth aperture and does not require fine timing. Our system tracks the pseudo-pitch in real time and converts it into an analog entry parameter. Discrete commands are then produced by comparison with multiple thresholds [7]. However the multiple thresholds technique cannot attain the throughput of vocal command systems. Furthermore, the user relies on visual feedback to produce a determined level and this may be unpractical. The prototype presented in this paper therefore completes the pseudo-pitch tracking with a vocal commands processor that is activated when voiced sounds are detected. Voiced sounds are easy to detect because they present a fundamental frequency (pitch, typically below 220Hz) that is absent in unvoiced sounds (Fig. 1). In absence of voice, the pseudo-pitch tracking produces exclusively an analog parameter that can be used for instance for cursor control..



Figure 1. Voiced-vs unvoiced sounds. Voiced vs unvoiced sounds. A), B): unvoiced sound "sh". C), D): voiced sound "z". Left: time domain. Right: frequency domain.
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For users as well as occupational therapists, a complex calibration may hamper the use of the system. We thus propose a method for simple calibration (Plateaus Method, first used in [8] for movement recordings). An algorithm determines the domains of the parameter space where the recognition rates are steady (plateaus). The results are presented graphically. The user and/or the occupational therapist can then determine visually i) the words that cannot be used and ii) adequate values for the parameters.
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1. Architecture of the prototype
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The prototype has been developed in two versions, on-line and off-line (for validation purposes). In the on-line version (Fig. 2), sounds are captured by a head mounted microphone (Plantronics Audio 90 unidirectional electret microphone, frequency response 100 Hz - 8 kHz) connected to a personal computer (Pentium IV 2 gHz, running under Linux Red Hat 9). An audio card digitizes the signal (16 kHz, 16 bits). A program written in ANSI C processes the signal and produces commands. The prototype provides visual feedback under the form of bars of variable length scrolling on the screen. The off-line version is written in Matlab(r) and C. The signal is read from the Whitaker database of dysarthric speech [9]. There is no visual feedback.



Figure 2. Architecture of the prototype, on-line version.



2. 3. Signal processing and algorithms
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The software is organized in blocks (Fig. 3). The first blocks (1-3) are common to pseudo-pitch and voice processing. Audio signal is captured and conditioned in the time domain or read from the data base. The frequency spectrum is generated each 16 ms by means of a Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT) using a Hamming Window (cosine convolution function, weights wn=0.54-0.46cos(2Πn/N), n=0..N). At this stage, data is reduced by means of the Turning Point Algorithm (TPA) [10] in order to speed up the remainder of the process. For each sample, 3 iterations of the TPA reduce the frequency spectrum from 128 to 16 points. Then, a voice detector activates the command processor when the average energy in the bandwidth of voice (100Hz-220Hz) is above some threshold (e.g., 10 db above ambient noise), and activates the pseudo-pitch tracking otherwise. The pseudo-pitch tracking finds the peak of energy in the spectrum in the range 600Hz-4800Hz (adjustable). It considers that pseudo-pitch is absent when the peak is below some threshold, e.g., 10 db above estimated ambient noise. Note that the criterion is the peak instead of the average energy, because unlike voice, it is possible to produce unvoiced sounds of very low intensity). Prior to display, the pseudo-pitch is low-pass filtered by a moving average (bins of period 50 ms). The command processor starts working when the average energy in the bandwidth of voice is above the ambient noise. In order to identify single words, an end-of-word detector activates the recognition when the energy returns to the estimated ambient
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noise after a minimal time, so that unexpected pauses before the end of the word do not trigger recognition (e.g., 4 s). In the off-line version, this block is by-passed because the recordings of the Whitaker database are already cut after the end of the word [9]. The command processor uses 10 words available in the Whitaker database (enter, erase, go, help, no, repeat, rubout, start, stop, yes). There is a 10 x 8 matrix of utterances, i.e., for each command, 8 utterances pronounced by the same speaker are used as prototypes (for handling the variability of speech). In the first step of command processing, a matrix of similarity between the entry word and the 10x8 utterances is determined by a modified version of the Dynamic Time Warping Algorithm (DTW) [11]. Briefly stated, the DTW determines the distance (i.e., the opposite of similarity) between 2 words by counting the local transformations required to produce a perfect match. It is relatively insensitive to local perturbations, like pauses or slow-down. Here, the DTW also performs rejection, when the distance is above a given threshold. Because dysarthric users may have difficulties with specific phonemes, the rejection threshold is user- and command- dependent. The last step of command processing is to determine the command among those that have not been rejected. This is done by a simple nearest-neighbor algorithm that selects the command of the closest utterance.
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Figure 3. Pseudo- Block diagram of the prototype. White boxes: data. Grey boxes: modules. See text for explanations.
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3. The Plateaus Method for calibration In general terms, the Plateaus Method explores the parameter space, runs the system on a representative data set and determines the regions where the performance is quasi stable (plateaus). The plateaus correspond to robust, reproducible performance whereas outside the plateaus, performance may be accidental, i.e., due to an unlikely combination of parameters and entry data that have little chance to occur again. In the present case, the parameters are the rejection thresholds of the 10 commands, which are i) user-dependent ii) independent from one another. The exploration of the parameter space is thus reduced to 10 independent linear explorations. In order to avoid side-effects, the sample data is composed of the command itself and of neutral words,
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namely the digits zero.. nine (77 utterances, i.e., 7 per word, pronounced by the same speaker). The performance is a 3-uple: successful recognitions (true positive), spurious recognitions (false positive) and spurious rejections (false negative). These values are plotted as functions of the rejection threshold, so that it is easy to determine visually i) whether the word can be used as command, and ii) a relevant plateau that gives adequate values of the parameter (see Fig. 4 for details).



Figure 4. Output of the Plateaus method. A: a favorable case (normal speaker, word GO). B: a problematic case (dysarthric speaker, word REPEAT). Curves represent the numbers of false negative (spurious rejection), false positive (spurious recognition ) and true positive (correct recognition) in the sample data (N=77). The curves are normalized (divided by 7, the number of utterances to recognize in the ideal case). On the left (A), we observe a relevant plateau where there are only true positives (no false negatives or false positives). On the right, there is no relevant plateau (whatever the rejection threshold, there are false negatives, false positives, or both). This word is unusable for this speaker.



4. Preliminary results and conclusions
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We only present the results of the off-line version, obtained on the Whitaker database. We focus here on the command processing, the preliminary results of the pseudo-pitch tracking have been presented elsewhere [6]. The system has been tested on 7 speakers, one normal and 6 dysarthric, from light to severe. For each command, 8 utterances were used as prototypes and 7 were used to test recognition and as sample data for the Plateaus Method. Unusable commands and rates of success were determined from the graphs produced by the Plateaus Method (Table 1). Indeed, these results have to be validated with the on-line system, real applications and dysarthric users. However, the analysis of the algorithms predicts that real-time performance will not be a problem. The overall complexity is in O(n log(n)), i.e., the complexity of STFT. The algorithms DTW and 1-NN work in polynomial time, but this does not affect the overall complexity because they work of reduced data. Preliminary measurements confirmed these analyses and supported the view that the complete system is suitable for real-time on DSPs and/or personal computers. However, this is only secondary: the important point is recognition, not velocity.



Table 1. Summary of results.



Rate of success on valid commands 1.00 0.71 0.96 0.81 0.81 0.52 0.48
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Usable commands (maximum = 10) 10 7 10 9 6 6 3
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Severity of symptoms healthy light to mild mild light mild to severe severe severe
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The performance depends markedly on the severity of the symptoms. The usable vocabulary ranges from 3 to 10 words and the rate of success is in the range 48% to 96%. Note that for the normal speaker, the 10 commands are usable and the rate of success is 100%. Given the simplicity of the algorithm and the calibration method, these results are acceptable in comparison with the literature [e.g., 3, 4, 5], but there are clearly unacceptable from the viewpoint of a user with severe dysarthria. However, a judicious choice of commands (words and/or onomatopoeia) adapted to the user's capacity and the recognition system may improve this situation. We suggest that further research should focus on methodology and tools for determining adequately the vocabulary of dysarthric sound-based interfaces.
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